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BRIDGET TALONE

PINK PRINCE

Tell the flower to stop over-sharing.
There’s no fire
in her fire. Retire. There’s no telling
some people anything.
We want it endless, tiled. White and
hexagonal, the light is stunning when
it comes
apart. It hits me in the forehead.
Now tell me how we became
bee & crawled inside it.
Entombed in such wanting
honey, little
more than drool, a kissy liquid, all curled
up in. Called it home.
Crowned in a fickle light. Rising
up reeling, head split, royal.
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THE RED & THE PINK

1.
I lay down in the backyard, impossible
to lift—gathering my dirt-skirts or else
doing what. Smart but not mouth-smart,
I lay down so long my fangs fell out. Am
-nesia: swift kick to the sparkling waters,
cider or stars. Dusk kept coming—brute
immodest, tender, run to red. Tender as
a can of peas, the fancy kind, with
fleur-de-lils. I didn’t say I forgot, I said
my self foamed over its limits, toothless.
I said you forgot me, but you promised.
Salt visions in the pink night, an offering
of rabbits. My nails white like lichen, like
old times, like an especially lacy illness.
2.
I backed out of my former life with what
must’ve looked like languor, fingers raking
through the gloss surrounding. From where
I was situated, a lot of things looked pretty
desperate—wound up and around each other.
What I wanted ran away or pretended to be
rocks. I wanted your hand on my arm,
pointless, a doily. The rest of the world was
women, remembering & forgetting, a bad tapioca
with too few pearls. Unhuntable, the faces
stowed inside a body and the bodies stashed
beneath the grass. I replayed our last looks
until they were pulpy (red & pink): a soggy box of
conversation hearts (all the talk licked off).
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ALL OF MY MONEY

Dumbells and other dropped notes
gather at my feet and I kick through the thicket
of music, getting bruises.
All slummer long, all help-me’s heaped
up in neat falling mountains. The idea that love might
keep playing though the interruptions,
long absences, the rests. You climbed to the top
		

of the radio, where song after song died

on your tongue like snows. That we might work by intuition,
fail for a reason. Stick towns built on top of successive
avalanches, on symphonies of purring earth.
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DANIEL POPPICK

GLASS CHANGE

10

Q

You & the swiping, the waves
are flinging backward & our bones won’t
always be of such

A

In a movie based on the day they would have
Otherwise (they are making them always
It seems the sound men filling

Q

tinny material as this
you lacquer your breath
with, with

A

Your kitchen like clover the cinematographer never
Findable) someone is making gallant choices
& trying the various channels in the new decade

Q

what I don’t want to receive unless
in envelopes, in birds &
fish. Dare me sideways

A

You are trying & will pay closer attention
To flags when they are hoisted
Just before midnight & only with eyes but

Q

if you are or might be
the very winter for it. You tap
the stereo & these thousand

A

Unmistakably like cypresses collecting
Lumber with blue intentions & I somehow know it is as
You say breezier than what these famous

Q

pinchings overrun to help you
feed me to your name. I said
I am here, though

A

Volume-pumpings demand their purveyors
Perform it seemed to speak as we did
In the wings of the screen & then in such

Q

we were moving at speeds
that certain bodies are
standing in for, blinds

A

Believing mode & I for one have never
Been arrested but tonight is certainly one place to continue
To feel our fingers as we soon will laws

Q

when slats crack open, when they are
bending, which they do or will
in this & other series
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T H R E E R E B U T TA L S

1.
Yes and yes
but hold the glass to
wooden eye this spun ghost
if breathing sugar
I’ve seen that gull on
every warp

dewing down your

mirror lung
drinking salt but wanting bone
2.
You are gifted one
rupture in exchange for its
wheel the horse
rides white
like a wheel

reader

flattened
to a pinhole
3.
I was like moment? Like under
that dogwood hangs that
white remove that calla
thing you know some ambulance
of grass the peace I plan
on counting noise the branches all
big with noise
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SAINT AUGUSTINE

Walking home after morning classes she tried to remember what her physics teacher had
been talking about for the last hour. Not one thing, nothing except for the words just
before the bell: Let us imagine a really big bang.
She repeated the words under her breath. She repeated them over and over again, and after
a few times she couldn’t help but laugh. She said it out loud, Let us imagine a really big
bang, and she laughed harder. She continued, Let us imagine infinite space. Let us imagine: the final frontier. She was cracking herself up. She went on.
Let us imagine the galaxies. Let us imagine the cosmos and stars. Let us imagine a black
hole. Let us imagine a world without atmosphere. Let us imagine a world without bread.
Let us imagine a world without paper. Let us imagine the sphinx. Let us imagine the
cotton gin. Let us imagine Colored Water Fountain. Let us imagine walking on railroad
tracks. Let us imagine a house in the country. Let us imagine wet lips on your knuckle. Let
us imagine a cave of leaves. Let us imagine a cave of light. Let us imagine caves upon caves.
Let us imagine the word stigmata. Let us imagine a brick. Let us imagine a pin in your
finger. Let us imagine one. Let us imagine. Let us—.
She felt something rising in her throat. She doubled over, and her voice slid off her tongue
and dangled on her lower lip. It hung there for a moment before a breeze picked up and
flopped it on the sidewalk. It gave a jiggle, then stopped. She remained bent over not believing her eyes, her eyes not believing the ground, her jaw still twitching like a loose piano
key, caught between trying to hold the taste in her mouth and burning through the last
fumes of a muscle memory.
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STEVEN TOUSSAINT

PA S S I O

even
over
mount-of-pines
the same upbubbling
that seized, once
a knuckle
of
clay from
the cavity made
shrine
made dwelling
had gradually
honeycombed, had taken
by whatever
devilry
an opalescent
tinge, had
acquired a terrible
optics
*
air
coring
dust and
beasts
of the air
unheeded
except
by a stone’s
silk nerves
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and
somehow
blacker than noon
shadow, horses
wade
through cold water
*
all
is vanity
and ashes, sings
mirror
from the baking
tunnel
all
these coils and
enclosures would
burst
into sand for, combust
and reflect
is fetish
in time’s dreamy
depth amnesia, and upon
all
the soul’s objects
an omnicidal glow, null
inward
gazing, sings mirror
*
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and under invisible
airborne
bodies
the day
goes
as the stream
or ridge
goes, all ways
oriented
toward some
unaccounted for
vortex, which is
the secret
of
all perfected
stances:
the birds fall, they
fail
identical
to lighting
*
above
the empty temple
null
a burning interval
poses
for
the adoration
of its
fugue-
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body, a monolith of repeating decimals
null
set above
cross spars on which a body
burns
*
how
long is my root
mirror
sang, but wasn’t
what heat
what it meant to say
is a burning
body
faithful
to that
vocable
beam, seeming
a flare of all mouths
a burial
of time in hypnagogic
schist, in shale
where each
dream mutter
is a looking
glass, a song’s resolve, soundproofed
to
inflection
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*
coincidence, preScience, is
prophesy
is divine sequence
is ground, just
as quickly
taken
as given as
admonished
as one
might whip his apostle
null
hoards its
timepiece
somewhere
near
its ventillator, yet
this cockled
glass feeling
the
air has, means
it must be postmatinal
and the creeping vine’s
steady bounty
only
affirms
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in apophatic redrafting, a
varnished sacrament
without halflife
null
an absolute density
fed
back to itself
imbibes
its own manacled
twin, its
train of mists
its own libation, alms
straining late
survivor trees while
blight
overlords the duomo
the remnants
breathe
preempting
ripple, they test
mirror’s
turgor
set fire
on
water

19

			

ACCOMPLISHMENT

An accomplishment:
Our doctors cease the outbreak.
The blackbird reroutes.
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MICAH BATEMAN

THE MAGICIAN

He snaps the lights on
Quick as popcorn.
Behold, he bows.
Apples tumble from his cape.
He needs a volunteer.
He’s pointing at you.
He paints your face
Two thousand shades of ochre.
From his sleeve he pulls
An endless braid
Of scarves: pink
Of nipple, purple of nipple,
Red of nipple, orange
Of nipple, blue of
Nipple, burnt sienna of nipple,
Green of nipple, gold
Of nipple, black of nipple,
Chartreuse of nipple,
Sunset of nipple, silver
Of nipple, almond of nipple,
Auburn of nipple, chestnut
Of nipple, ecru of nipple,
Tan of nipple, taupe
Of nipple, zaffre of nipple,
Glitter of nipple,
Gray-asparagus of nipple,
Fulvous of nipple, French
Lilac of nipple, golden-
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rod of nipple, dark
Champagne of nipple,
Bronze of nipple, umber of nipple,
Burnt byzantium of nipple,
Burlywood of nipple, boysenberry...
He charges by the hour.
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THE GIST OF THE STORY

In a state of between, right?––liminality we’re talking.
In a non-English speaking country
In which Americans order five drinks
In thirty-five minutes waiting for opposite trains.
In a world, says the movie trailer baritone––
In a world where men impregnate girls
In hill valleys, in flood plains,
In rivers with fish fat as the infinite limit of biblical multiplication.
In which part of the Bible do men move
Inland, start wandering deserts,
Entire landscapes laid out for hedonist desperation,
Inroads of cracked soil leading to where?
In towards the succulent void: the womb of whom?
Intimate dialogues in the abyss: one man says to his girl, “You gotta trust me.”
Interior monologue of the girl: she says to herself, “Trust this.”
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The oak has fallen down the scree but lives,
part oak and part ivy,
part symbol losing feeling
mounted by wind
with few roots surviving,
crowned with black berry clusters,
hoisting mistletoe aloft demanding
“Bang pots and pans for the merchant of vines!”

Before felling the oak,
the ivy began from a sprig in tomb darkness,
able to photosynthesize
a glimmer cast by ochre paintings—
the scarf-leafed trees,
caduceufied snakes,
a honey-tapped lion,
hog-herded humans,
a god unfolding wings from his loins,
then molded grotesques as it buckled
its straitjacket on the terrain,
over the hills,
the quaint European houses,
city parks and lots,
accreting shyness on every face,
the landscape choking in its allegory.

The oak has fallen down the scree but lives
corseted by the ivy that toppled it.
Now the oak grows forward for the ivy
with branches lifted like hooded cobras.

PA S T O R A L

*
Face it, light seems stolen from wax museums.
You and I think, leaking our likeness to things
said, that words were shot from the signs by gun-bored
boys on the weekends.

emily beyer
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You rise to relieve yourself.
Open the door to your bathroom
but descend stairs to a painted
Etruscan tomb cavity.
You can’t know what pressing
the light switch will illuminate—
lyres are hung from the trees,
a shield is a tambourine,
or a window holds us back.

Waking is a relief from feeling
that you need the tree,
of leaning in for its scent,
of mounting the expanse,
running the wind on a leash
over the broken cloud-lit wooded hills,
scattering the green and blighted fruit,
Queen Anne’s lace seeds,
the sound of church bells,
and your scent too—
a sand painting blown across the field.

Waking up in darkness is a relief
from a recurring dream
of an olive tree half chopped down,
half alive neighboring its death
with a zipper of flies,
sparrows shouting in its highest branches,
its new leaves dipped in red-rust.
A rivulet of red-headed ants
roll down the crotch to roots
like black-blood garlanding fire damage.

OLIVE TREE

*
When we take off clothes in the vineyards, startled
that these are now woods, you will place your hand in
my mouth, ask “What’s true?” then remark, “The sun is
leaving our window.”
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In every house, an augur stares
into the deep wood
the color of coffee grounds.
What ornaments of the soul
do the residents divine?

These are the pearls of the trees
we mill and mount in the houses as eyes.
We’ve all found forms to wish into
using these knots—
skull fronts, owl face, fish gills,
a mummer’s bee mask, a man to kiss,
a pebble toss, a trumpet spilling.

The smell of wood smoke on clothes
is just a feeling, a sound of waves
comforting for another walk
among houses and trees.
Trees disfigured, various,
gnarled from diseases
with burls on the trunks and limbs.

EYES

*
Press the bulging burl on the olive tree trunk,
then say, “Open Sesame!” Tip-toe in the
thieves’ den. There’s no gold to retrieve, just
fork-marked
marble like tea-leaves.
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and he and I nearby
penciled in
silver and green,
spelled and vacant,
on land he bought
worth remembering,
un-mowed with debris
along the path,
bathtub, dresser,
box springs.
We leaned in close
as if we could barely see
the little woods
with mosquito clouds
that opened to milkweed,
Indian paintbrush,
and burial mounds.

He leaned in close
to newsprint,
as if he barely saw
the figures he summoned
with quick gestures,
bringing a man,
his wife, and stroller
under a smog
of watercolor,
their skin embossed
with Nazis and ghosts,
a demon to their left
with wings from Icarus,
their faces kind
and worth remembering,

NEARSIGHTED

Take your blindfold off and adhere to penciled
color wheels of heightened perception. Map the
caution-tape wound meadow enclosure where we
sweep on bewildered.

*

UNTITLED #1

kevin penton

David james miller

that the occurrence
appears—

˙
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an unfolding

& after—
dim montage, mapped
shape
span & an attempt
at—
an alterant

˙

31

notation of what was left
& after:
sinuous, cadent
of what—

˙

32

an occurrence

of gestures—
gestures attenuated
to
what now is not

˙

33

collect iterations
moves in
canon
into
the next		
without—
tensile suspension
tresses
of knowing—

˙

34

sequence
passages

left
now
remains—

to what

˙
sinuous

cadence—

its slow passage

˙

35

this was
left—
voice / weft of silence
strung through

˙
at distance—
narrative
of
what, elsewhere
arrives
as presence—
aureate

˙

36

compression
figures
shift—
circulation & stutter /
tessellant
forms

˙
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jeff nagy

DRY DREAM

the structure was flimsy, slapped up as it was against her fleeting contingencies
and so I set myself to work, eating away at all that shored up life, like a termite

Must the selection of poems always be generous
As the smutty mirror is. Trapped in an apartment BILDUNG, I had like a bad reaction. In my interior screen
For rain tapped-in pixilates the scene but can I
Articulate it. CPR distinguishing propositional contentment to do par on the air for
For is there some poor girl here. Not to mind you disincluding the porcelain
Beauty of the sink, delicately shivering. A Kohler
Maybe it is nice meeting you. Maybe not fucking back to sleep PEUT-ÊTRE is the cretinism
Of Cratylism, is the birtherism of Catharism. What does CVS stand for? As if “breaded tilapia” could ever
Mean something to your apartment building, except: “chandeliers, or
I had like a bad reaction. Fuck HISTORY, put a bag over my head already
Well that’s a syllogism for you. No one is yet allowed to hear me
Not to repeat myself, Annie, as in Annie Hall. To be unique in her own way, like a bad reaction to
Come. Out with her why would you want TOULOUSE your innocence. For
Here is fine. The laab is hot but it’s a dry heat
Must the selection of poems always be generous
Why the keep the dumps. Why the cobble sumps. The oued dry right down to the last cocktail
Waitress, who’s “working on healthier relationships
To food / Advertising, but / Who can survive high
Definition: not the anchor / Woman. But for the greater / Good, that in my for
Intérieur no one should be allowed. Who does not
Have her own preference and the right to enforce it
Against the kitchen knife. Is there anyone or some poor girl here. It isn’t sexy if you can’t articulate
Into the black Cadillac where lies our Olympia
If you can’t articulate it. Then I chopped my own head down. Dry toast
As in the imperative, dry toast. What does it look like I’m doing
Now. To be made up with the air, it’s cabriolet
If your hand offends you, if your head offends you
Cut it out. If your head, if my eye offends you
38

Who BENEFITS. Who doesn’t believe in lucid dreaming
Receiving government funding. Summer’s new symptom: mitochondria, following
Following bare shoulders I had like a symptom, a new dream, and so nothing is irrevocable
Like you say it is. That we used to talk about the weather was the proof that I was in love
And not vice versa. I say it so I must be
Meaning to mean it. As the smutty mirror is always about to be
For the Bergsonism of Bircherism, the Bourbonism of this bourbon
Well that’s a syllogism for you. I can’t “imagine” that and I don’t have to, to get to have to
Il faut être absolument fucked. The doll’s legs twist off
Like lobster claws but it is not meet. Its tongue comes out on foot. L’etat c’est let’s
Put these crackers to work. Now that the apartment is getting dentrified
What does CVS stand for. What does a Hereford House
On or off TRANSIT, with purchase for his subject on such things as are to be had
I have tacked up extra copies of Elise in the underpass
Whose breasts were like two Ziploc bags full of packing peanuts. That form
Moyennant quoi prepared for the modulation. Later the beach a white car drove through
Its surf in advance, trapped in a foreign interior like an abreaction who can’t negate it thus
--Must the selection always be with us
Like the standing wave of the lino in full neuronal
Contact on the kitchen floor in Margaret’s hands I can
Connect. It was called human, that interest. That with us
Is that which is generous. New symptom: when I dream I don’t dream, I think
Fuck, as in the declarative. And so it was called body language, that musical saw
Rung like a flat bell, like the smutty mirror is always articulate
In archipelagos of her face or in insufflated islands
Of another, one Tessa or Teresa, Raluca, Amanda, Elise called Rose, Elaine: poor girl
Lying on the floor like into the standing wave. No one
Should be allowed. It is too good.
					

Iowa City – Las Vegas – Providence – New York
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dry dreams

7.13.11
teresa or tessa – previously a wedding I’d hooked
her up with an ex-roomate (will). then at a symphony re
hearsal in the overland trail middle band room 8
compass points: first in the hallway with everyone
else, then i was in an apartment. in the hallway
on the ground – it was uneven dirt, outdoors inside the
flying lizards and tiny cheetahs, both an oil-sick shim
mering green. teresa: “nixed symbols” tessa: “le vieux
bois made of midnight même on s’assomme au
plus intime

7.16.11
we were living in an apartment, there was a sort of crazy art
deco but not staircase in the hallway - like a tube of lipstick.
and then there was also a full bath in the hallway. michael
sanchez was there. it was raining. something about texas being
in the english channel. whoever i was living with (kay?) was
hanging pictures of models everywhere. we never used the
staircase entrance. later at a children’s book store at the
[Note on “Dry Dream” and “dry dreams”: these texts resulted from a three month long somatic-constraint
project in which I stopped masturbating and recorded all of my dreams immediately on waking. Phrases
and themes from the dreams were used to write the poem that here appears as “Dry Dream.” The specimen dreams were lineated, unedited, into poem-like objects via a completely mechanical procedure.]
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mall - why? or was this earlier. they were closing early
because of the winter and i asked them what time they’d be open
until on say a monday. he didn’t know sometimes they closed
early even during the week.
i was also playing chess at one point in the dream, or was at
least at a chess club meeting? now we’re getting right back to
the beginning in an airport terminal. i got out of a gate at b
but my luggage was at a and i had to take a sort of absurd
trolley thing to get there. there was a computer terminal on
which you could do your bag claim.
this might be actually from another dream - in a movietheater –

7.30.11
looking down on the city, as at the edge of the plaza, but that
it ended in a beach - la playa. severe weather with hints of
funnel clouds was sending huge waves crashing up over us, washing
the person next to me (can’t remember) into an attractive
lifeguard, who said something like “here’s my mouth-to-mouth.
it’s the best i can do,” but only the second part is verbatim. i
was wearing a strange trash bag or morning jacket or sportcoat.
it seemed to change with the times. before that we were in a
downstairs club with a stage in the rear. i can’t see what was
on the stage but it was all quite sinister. snuff-esque, or
something. girls on the stage, which now seems like that at the
old el torreon, being flayed alive. “don’t worry. the
41

afterparty is two minutes away,” says nitin ahuja. jacks or
better terminals in front of low stools like mission control.
those screens are dark. in the middle of the room there’s a sort
of greenhouse through which runs a moving walkway, but it’s all a
metaphor, the concretization in gruesome fucksnuff rebus a la the
end of event horizon of bebrowed’s review of the claudius app,
each section of the review a different chamber separated by glass
automatically sliding doors, bookended on either side by
additional, gratuitous, and superlatively grisly chambers.
later, the beach, a white car drove through the surf in advance
of the tsunami. margaret ross, sarah fox, and mike mcshane all
present and accounted for, margaret, now i see it as lloyd not
ross, standing behind the lifeguard in the scene op cit. at
winstead’s for a double steakburger and some fries, maybe because
of that shooting at chubby’s where we used to go a few weeks
back. a spelling bee, i’d swear it was, but it had nothing to do
with either. now something of the end is starting to come back
to me, driving in a white car uphill.

7.31.11
dream about a war going on in the backyard at woodward. it was a
play war, but we were really killing people. we won, but one of
their number escaped in a truck and returned with an army of
giant, talking orangutangs. although the truck had fled into the
backyard behind ours, the new foes approached from the street
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side of the house. we knew this time we were fatally
outnumbered, so we held them off as long as we could and
distributed pills which, when taken, would make us seem dead to
them. the ruse worked. we woke (margaret and i) in a holding
cell full of cots on which the others slept still. the
construction in which we were held was a long line of rooms.
ahead, the room were the orangutangs were surely preparing to
skin and eat us. we went the other way and snuck around until we
found some knives on the floor. i rejected one with a can opener
shaped blade for something more traditional. margaret chose a
machete. we crept back through the holding room into the room
occupied by our captors, now wearing lab coats and holding
clipboards. we killed them by stabbing them in the throat or by
slitting their throats.
they had some humans working with them, some of them caucasian
and older, whom we killed, and some asian and younger, whom we
spared: “i won’t go back to china. maybe vancouver.”
the mengelesque human captors, when we
stabbed their throats, seemed like they were wearing rubber masks
over something else, but they died anyway.
there were very clean perforations where we stuck the knives in,
no blood just the rubbery skin peeling back along the dotted lines.
in this dream, giorgios appeared in an unspecified capacity, sort
of bobbing up in a calf-skirt from time to time to deliver bits
of wisdom or admonitions. at the end i can’t tell if it’s a
43

lawn sale or if they just like to keep all
their furniture outside of their house. then she hacked my own
head off with a watering can. no other way to deny it.

8.2.11
dream in which there was the virtual clothing store. you knocked
on a pair of pink shutters and an animated woman opened and
invited you in. i was carrying a pink parasol. rue de
rivoliesque. i had been earlier in the dream for advice about
something else so this time they were tutoying me, with which i
was uncomfortable. “n’est-ce pas que tu veux savoir?” “mais
savoir quoi donc?” “j’ai tous les resultats.” i had gone in to
see examples of underwear for a possible gift, intending the
entire time to buy them somewhere less expensive once i’d made a
decision. before that there was one of those recurring
labyrinth/leveled house dreams, about which i don’t remember much
except: chandeliers.

8.6.11
we were in a department store but actually it was also a race
track in another part of it. what we were there for was a sort
of reunion of margaret’s iowa class - even my dad was there,
although i didn’t talk to him: they’d asked him to be in the
picture and not me. i stood leaning on the railing of the
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upper deck instead. he didn’t understand the relevance.
there was a guy named bud i’d come to see. geoffrey also.
and walt also. i was in my car, driving naked, taking them
to a sort of food court where g had told us there was a stand
selling fish sandwiches. and there was: whiting, mountain
trout or chicken salad. we rolled right up to it and hopped
out. on the advice of a toothless homeless man seated
nearby, i ordered the whiting. they took your order and your
name and then you waited. the first glass was free. it was
downhill from there, we were waiting again when bud
jumped behind the wheel, backed out, and plonked
immediately into another car a la kathleen hale. “so what?
how much is this thing worth? 2000?” grabbing his throat,
“maybe in 1982, vieux con.” i woke up, despairing.

earlier: i kept coming out with the most banal absurdities, i
mean absurd banalities, but neither raluca nor ana seemed to
notice. they treated me with an extreme, infantilizing
deference, arguing about what i “must” be served for my last
meal. the importuner: “he steeps at the top of a must, at the
tip of a missed” what? “the steak must be _____ and the
fries must be huge.” i think it was rare but still can’t fill it.
both ana and i were pretending to be much occupied with
our cell phones, in circles on the green lawn flat as if it were
felt. as if it were felt, the upshot was: the two of us in a
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telepathic debate, subject unclear, outcome obscure.

“j’ai un amour frais” glossed as “beautiful” with the
explanatory example “t’as un visage si frais” “but it’s a
nuance you only learn once you start driving.” this was
when we were still walking around in the department store,
margaret and me. the two locutors responsible were BOTH
giulio. margaret had gained some weight and got an awful
haircut, a sort of bowl thing with a becky jamesesque rattail.
this is an obvious wish fulfillment but i knew that in the
dream already, so i trawled along in her wake like a tug
nonetheless. “you cut your hair?” “no, i stole this dress.” i’d
come an enormous distance to see her, by bus through
tornado-wrecked plains. that i don’t remember. that i don’t
remember that is suspect. the bus made tons of u-turns,
“stirring before serving.”

8.15.11
i’d snuck into the rosses minivan and was managing to remain
undetected. helen, who was driving downtown to hot yoga, caught my
eye in the rearview. donald remained totally blithe - he was trying
to catch the acela to baltimore but not going to make it quite. the
city we were driving through was nominally new york in the dream but
the actual street-by-street geography of it was somewhere else,
somewhere that often provides the street-by-street dream material.
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i think it is paris. for all i’m sure though it might actually be
some part of new york i don’t remember all that well. above the
park, instead of harlem etc., there was a sort of rolling brown
veldt, which i was looking at in an inappropriately omniscient and
distanced perspective. gazelles leapt over the hills and ran down
into the ravines. i was doing that when helen noticed me. i made my
excuses, “i’m sorry - i’m just so tired,” and tried to clamber out
but it was too late, we were already there. margaret dashed in and
i’d no time to hide myself. huge bay windows looked down onto the
city, this time like at the edge of the plaza, so that i had naturally
the omniscient perspective i’d had inappropriately. margaret was
beaming; she’d just had some poems published in an italian review, i
think it was called tre otto nove, but the cover had a different set
of numbers. it was set up like an organizer, with little tabs on
the right corresponding to each author which now that i think about
it is not such a bad idea. margaret’s poems, faze and
a day in space, had been rendered by some not particularly competent
translator. she said the name which now escapes with total disdain
but also resignation.
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DAVID CHAIM SMITH

FUNERAL FOR THE EMPIRE OF WITNESS

The place and time for gnosis do not exist. Reconcile appearances with the fiction of displacement, and wisdom
is restored to the forgotten realms.
The hungry human-animal gods promote gnostic failure. Lost beings seem placed within a lost universe, with
lifetimes elapsing between its points. Their calibrations are woven by strings of moments wrapped around
themselves.
Gnosis is a freedom that is not free. The price is repeated pressure and release, until both are equilibrated in
continually emergent oblivion. This is a path uncovered alone, traveled by no one. Love, self-evident and without cause, awaits the last judgment of subjects as they are layed down before their objects. This is the far away
call in the lush thickets, hiding within itself, standing as the ground from which it is raised.
Blood appears as milk if observed from a distance, and the same is true for the opposite. From oceans of poison
the peacock’s wonderous fragrance fills all of space. Its nakedness adorns itself in the wake of its absence.
At the perpetual threshold of incomprehensible beauty, who deserves poetry?
-9/22/11
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‘Hard work is hard work,’ he had said, drawing laughs. But for some reason—who can say where some emotions
come from?—he felt sad that day, so he took a sip of water, and added: ‘The will of God is the will of God.’

At a panel in Milwaukee during the 2011-2012 NBA lockout season, a Rabbi asked him about his experience as a
swimmer, about what that had taught him about hard work, perseverance, etc. (Many of the Rabbi’s congregation
were in attendance).

He used it as ammunition for his 2003 book The Failure of Irreverence: Why We Are Treading Water in American
Culture and How We Can Learn to Swim. (He used to be an Olympic swimmer. Or nearly one.)

There is only so much the entrance of a celebrity with a bullhorn yelling “Care, motherfuckers!” can do for an
unmotivated classroom. Of course, Ryan (the teacher) knew this.

POEM

DORIAN GEISLER
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She stopped facing Daquan. The rain fell on her umbrella-shaped umbrella. It did not fall into the mango juice.

It was raining. Miranda ran across the street splashing mud. She carried an umbrella-shaped umbrella and a glass of
mango juice.

The one-legged blues singer sat in the passenger side of the broken car. It was a Cadillac. It had no door, and he sat
facing out, his foot resting on the sand/mud, and his shoulders hunched underneath the top of the doorframe.

POEM
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You just read the story of Cinderella, except that Cinderella was Jill and other things were different, also.

She had the capacity to amaze intellectuals. Intellectuals had the capacity to generate stereotypes. An intellectual’s
assumptions were like a slipper, and Jill was like Cinderella.

Jill resembled exactly the stereotype of her ethnic group. Her realness was like a little kid hiding behind a tree in a
game.

POEM
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All the things that might happen, leading up to the utterance “Welcome to Africa.”.

POEM

UNTITLED #2

kevin penton

Thea Brown

HOW IT WORKS, 2012

Cataclysm science or folding in, a line close
to desperate adventuresome or longing for
happening. Stay here, Scully! Casting for horizon,
a mind returns dehydrated but still spirited, at least
for now. No evidence. The great river subsides, goodbyes,
empires elsewhere. A path to long life: starved luck,
roving Maglite. Cast a line to the Rubicon, fall back,
cast again from the lack that is you to the world
that is deaf, from the world that is the lack that is
you or not. All the monsters, the flashing lights,
point to now. Or, no, but this warning:
the planet behind the sun behind a planet behind a sun.
Do we anchor the Milky Way for a minute this year?
Trusting, dutiful, here on Earth, you pick
through the chameleon photographs,
index to thumb, index to thumb, blue to orange,
blue to lighter blue, all the time lacking
the transition, incredulity. It’s easier that way
to digest. Blue to orange, somewhere a threat builds.
The time approaches for action. Rather, the action approaches
for time, the black hole yawns, planes fly themselves,
157 dolphins wash up on the Connecticut shore
while the chameleon still flickers in your hand.
Everything sucks its thumb.
Cast for a tracker, a pool of light comes back.
Cast for the coordinates, a flicker, a ping.
Cast for fresh water or poison control.
Cast for a forecast, the coast shrivels up.
Everywhere is Vancouver, everywhere
a forest, and you are always at the brink,
whether you meant to or not.
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CARRIAGE HORSE

A lake in a city, all reflection fast
To the weather, deliberate shores.
A glass for the carriages, a brighter
Vision, lights doubled back to the eye.
The horses all balk, individual moments
Of collapse seldom seen on the street.
An aerial vision, utilitarian to the face.
The unicorn’s north, through the weave
Of the city, this home left to molder
For matte golds. The compass spins
Or jerks. The horse’s legs go stiff,
The tongue dries, manure.
This is all wrong. The dogs circle,
One dies.
More mockery poor horse, waxing
A nothing reverie to a snarl, a star
Striking trees, fields, fervent in
Revelry, fervent praise, eleven days
Of nothing. Detail a process, detail
Your agency—bodyless, bottomless.
Screws all tightening, water rising,
Stippled, verbal. The park devours
Its brood, returns to sleep another night.
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We never went back to sleep after that &
I never finished the vision I was ripped from.

I woke to another rumbling — a chaotic stammering.
Your naked warding-off of some
misdescript specter scratching
at the windscreen.

2.

We retreated to the basement where veiled on the floor was a film of ice water from the white river.

Sirens wailed in a circle.
Warned of a cyclone caterwauling
cross the clear cuts toward the city’s center.

It was of the same quality — when the storm came — the moon was swallowing, heaving rain and howling.

They lunged from darkness that was pitched — out of the ditch, the dirt unbirthed.

3 Mi. Whitestown, Brownsberg
15 Mi. Lebanon, Zion
23 Mi. INDPLS

The word’s thud on the windshield
read:

Signs were thrust foremost by light or leapt at our approach from the road’s edge.

1.

ARCANUM

WENDY SPACEK
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Annex as Hostel,

		

Left sullen, weepy, knitting Mary
at home in the red&white house at the end of the driveway.

Marion — his pre-collegiate sweetheart is now a wrinkled red-haired Arizonian.
Rekindled & went on Alaskan cruises.

Further Chuck was in love with many women all at once.
Left them all a heap of money and not quite enough land to live on.

Chuck was an Antarctic agriculturist, raised alpacas in retirement —
sold off his slab in plots to Limestone & ________ & ________ Co.

3.

			
I’m in hysterics and she’s resolved a regimen of antipsychotics to insert
			in my vagina.

Annex as psychogynecologist’s office.

The house perched on a snowy precipice instead of an upper middle
class subdivision — everything polar aglow.

			
			

		

Right before Chuck died it was & thick with think ferns and squirming
pools of black water —

Or Annex Atrium.

			
			

		

a closed, sealed set of rooms.
Room after room of desks with papers strewn between scraps of glass.

In each dream its contents shifts:

		

			
			

One fixed feature reoccurs —
Carolyn’s house with an unreal annex.
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We are hungry. We are thirsty. We are miserable.

We are all
headed to a one-room cottage in Bohemia.

3.

How does one even begin the comparison —
judge the gesture, the expressing, kneel
to the question of his chapel-hands.

He left little to Laurie, almost nothing, his daughter. Didn’t he love her. Left her
books on Christmases, knew her interest —
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White-fleshed rhizomes splayed on sweating linoleum.

The contents may have begun a lucid germination.
Careful with the lifting —

Can’t conjure him.
It’s why I need you to stay here, sift through these boxes full of rickety bridges
— foot’s creaking the first step.

Know his gnarled
ear, his greased up forelock?
Hands folded & knelt next to the Christmas tree.

Tunnel light through and
see them coughed up on the wall —

An archive of place-names curled in pencil on their
perimeter:
From Victoria Peak – Hong Kong in a fog.
Or snapshots.

Color-coded. Stacked samples for a microscope:
A catalog of rabbit’s blood.
		

This box is full of bike’s spokes, ship’s ruts, only-one shoes, slides in Kodachrome —

Though they’ve said they’re all mine I’d rather you’d stay behind and gather them up for me.

A small house-white fledgling stomped out — toed ‘tween two stairs. Open-beaked head fixed to the street under, in
the death throes, his unkempt croak slipped out calm below the rattle of traffic and train-roar.
The past is a locked storage closet in a strip-mall’s dentist’s office brimming with brown-stained boxes.

HYPNAGOGIA
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In lavender’s field mottled blank prairie
she was the only thing still.

She knows for she
has seen a birch bent rough
right at the neck.

And speaks it plucked
from air unto strings,
a trembling tune of the moon at half-mast.

You are closer to the bird
than I.

And sterling sings my home in Indiana.
With rusted gullet cried, crow-throated:

& you this veiled creature, arcane owl-eyed beggar,
sentient and seated, at the summit of granite hill, slick below
the bellows of a bell
tower doling out strokes lined in luna cornea —

She reached up and strained one barbed bough dusted in virescence and grasped
at beyond us.

See, I remember, once out roaming, the hemlocks had a hum, the hydrangeas had a
hymn, the moon laid green light on Persephone’s skin.

We towered between the trees or else they leaned in over us.

My eye is always caught by some semblance in the underbrush.
I cannot say what shape I saw save it was a moving mass of brazen black.

1.

OSCINES
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We read words on rock,
graffiti scrawls out still love you.

Bees crawling in and out of their yawning brains — absolutely dumb with sun.

Buried slivers in the garden spread
with flowers and their dim names — Daisy, Posie, Poppy;
all little girls with their heads opened to sky.

Turned and timber stripped,
we two cedars waning.

By god, with a fresh smear of red clay
on breast! At best I am smudged red also.

The bird sits high in a branchless pine, ordained.

2.

— This vagrant slouched to sleep on his own slumped shoulders.

(Whose habitations in the tree-tops even
are halfway houses on the road to heaven!)

And she would make a nest in a tree,
or in that triangle where the awning meets the eave.

And soon the earth would turn in on itself,
husks of summer pools folding over into winter.
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Let it languish, lean and loll til’ the ceiling’s knuckled beams knelt, each rib a
scummed-up cherub.

Chuck was just letting the barn fall down.
Saw it leaning out the window some Thanksgiving time.

And there’s Mary purling herself into her knitting.
Tendrils of white-blonde wrapped round alpaca homespun.

The sunken living room spread with pickled, tiny-corns, black-pitted olives, sweet dill
and so many deviled eggs.

c.1962

4.

Head-cocked birds watched — bullfinches & bramblings
tits & thrashers,
jays & crows,
sittellas & sparrows & shrikes;
whoever hung round lent a voice —
Cawed a carol of rough-hewn notes sewn
with what we’d snuck off to smoke, and stood
abrupt, where the edge of the scrub brush’d been
hacked off by jutting rock.

Light threw lines cross your thighs, cross your chest and the feathers that gathered at your
groin and gaping fingers, and your hollow-bone shoulders.

3.
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(The graveyard of stumps shown
through the scruff patches of snow and the quarry rose up from below!)

The river was the river Styx with soul-fog slithering over it and we were crossing into
Hades with Hermes who took the shape of a woman walking down the street dragging a
suitcase and a hockey scythe.

Blue-paned windows blocked the color copper rusts into.
Sky flakes off like old bark.

On the way home, at the station at Gary Metro
we see a set of seven gutted twelve-story tenements needing to be tended to.

5.

carol light

HERTZSPRUNG-RUSSELL
an astronomical diagram
The sky is a bouquet of old news.
Its gap-toothed vendor was Italian;
his roses unfurl galaxies.
From red to gold to blue,
From Barnard’s Star to Rigel,
I plot the curve of magnitude.
Memory’s a planetarium.
A twilit rustle, a sequin, an eye¬–
I squint to see a spectral class
of foxes cluster near the hedgerow.
Which luminosity is true?
That which is apparent
isn’t absolute.
If history is a map of courage,
then the heart is made of helium.
This is the parallax I love:
You and I tilting sideways
with the wind, ordering
a string of stars inside the axis
of the leafless trees.
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U P O N WA K I N G

Dogfish twist like widows
shadowing the surface,
receding into shallows.
A bell lists to the ear:
hear, are you awake?
Startled by the dark flash
darting near the ankles of sleep,
I make the grand bow,
stoop, swoop to catch
these nimble nibblers,
though fingers net nothing
but the salt-slick ripples
of the sea. Fish gone.
Again they’ve given me
the slip. Until tomorrow then,
swift visitors thieve deep.
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ENDI BOGUE HARTIGAN

TA B O R D I A RY

Let me not mirror
but enact the mist over
which the tree line skipped

I’ll call the mountain
the edge of the world, the edge
of the gold mountain

A true story, he
would not witness larks without
a camera loaded

The word I forgot
that could compete with mountains
draping all movement

Too many edges
to touch, the barbs of a fence
But you are the same

Cut off from mountains
The stiller we stand at dusk
the clearer failure

Palms on a mirror
Enough of diaristic
detail, enough glass

We stand torn by larks
entering a chimney, larks
dart from a chimney
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Mt. Tabor, Portland, Oregon

I held the moment
as a fist holding, heating
a few lifted rocks

Election section
of the newspaper left damp
from yesterday’s rain

I’ve lived in twentyseven houses, I’ve lived in
windows of houses

Dusk, the sky’s gold door
ancient invention through which
experience slipped

Back to the actual
Anthropology’s error
Lines between refuse

Erasing ourselves
tonight’s mist making tree lines
that much less secure

Marbled murrelet—
what was it that caught me in
the sound of that bird?

Back from the actual
You know the ones pirouetting
down from the maples
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Let me not mirror
Great Aunt Norma’s portraiture
aimed to stop time

The word I forgot
and was grateful to forget
another mountain

Not quite nothing, not
when a child is pictured, who
is always that child

Over non-waters
wings in mirages of mist,
scissors cutting through

I’ll call the mountain
You’ll call the mountain to hear
your call against it

Diaries burning
will always be diaries
Fine soot in the smoke

More room for records
More room for recordings
of how a bird sounds

A true story, she’s
holding handfuls of warm stones,
a mountain before her
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The word we forgot
flies from sea to conifer,
conifer to sea

Let me not mirror but
enact the terror of not
mirroring beauty

I might as well say
I’ve lived beneath ten chimneys
in total, one moon
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MICHAEL SCHORCH

A N I N T RO D U C T I O N TO V E N A N T I U S F O RT U N AT U S
FOR SCHOOLCHILDREN
Unit 1, Chapter 3
Poem I.VI of Fortunatus. Fortunatus recites this poem at the public dedication ceremony for the
recently built shrines and basilica of St. Martin of Tours. Construction of the shrines has been
underwritten by Leontius, a local nobleman. When Fortunatus was a young man, the spirit of St.
Martin of Tours miraculously healed him of blindness.
Whenever someone wants to befriend the saints
and live forever, he says you have an inviting smile.
And it’s like you want to hang out and be friends.
If you can make someone else smile too,
that’s a real feedback mechanism. Leontius
spends his time in pious prayers, it means
you are really friendly. Therefore Leontius
erected shrines in these fields, not a church
in the traditional sense, no, it’s like plenty of adults
are looking towards Leontius to regenerate
your mouth’s functionality, heighten the appearance
of your teeth. It means plenty of adults are looking
to regenerate someone, St. Martin and his name,
like you want to hang out with St. Martin. It means the smile
is not a church in the traditional sense. It’s, well, St. Martin
waged a war against illness. It’s well known.
These heavenly signs, cleansing the leper’s scars
with his kisses, his peaceful embrace. The basilica was built.
The basilica was built to heighten the appearance
of the miracles of St. Martin and his name, his
functionality. His peaceful embrace waged a war
against sickness, severely broken and blemished
teeth can be repaired with implants and bridges
looming over fields, on the wide ridge of a hill
crowns and whiteners, all beneath its pinnacle. Shrines
in these fields of teeth, Leontius and his broken basilica
mouth. The glory of St. Martin and his name are shrines
in the traditional sense of the word. What it means
to have an inviting smile, it does mean blemished,
a war against someone. But the basilica was built.
It does mean kisses. The tired, drawn eye is seized with crowns
and whiteners. St. Martin comes to regenerate. The eye
comes to regenerate a war, but Leontius, to see heaven
in these fields, Leontius not a traditional saint,
Leontius waged shrines, erected beneath
the basilica his broken name.
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MELANIE NOEL

EPIC

Said marigold,

flower marbling the veins,
What is there?

Dull mirror.

A Finish song.		

And its shape?
The shape of repossession.

It is still day

Marigold. Loose brake.

and in its way a pool of tarantulas.
Underneath them, my dreaming mouth meets another’s.

Pulse in night’s muttering shelter.
A peach and olives.
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WITHOUT

Entirely the nun a siren

  in my trench of plums

the dead canons’ anti-shimmer calling dully bouganvilla by jasmine
dying fish
at the outskirts of

v.

Dolphin,

  the heartbeat being climbed out of

his footman’s eyes

  bad raft

versus

The night is widely interrupted

Entire at me

  I keep it up: accident of my heart:
the Vocal flower
  cicada   x

Pale the blood red of rooftops
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beggars

  I say: Other peoples’ soft eyes for

  other peoples’ soft eyes		
amateur knot:

& jasmine,

ambulance

TRACT

Mourning doves eclipse the sun with the insectual sigh of their flying.
The port of morrow is faint and various.						
		
Barley in the burial hall.
Funeral of the lock.
Love will not always love you, someone

a pop song said		

One definition of canal is any of various faint narrow markings held to exist on the planet Mars.
					
*
There is a green moonlight the animist forgives
forgiving Abraham.    The heart-shaped leaf does not make
a heart-shaped shadow.
		

In Iowa the roots are starving. Decorous yellow fast.

In the chalk fields of Épernay the grapes suckle from the guarded earth
and in you Erie, a feast of ships and barley

*

  vary me into your boundary

Sun that is a soldier’s memory
Invisibly and peacefully drift on tiny feet

  (it is getting away)
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The wet paper of the sky Water drawls into ceiling lamps.
The apocalypse is not coming.
*
Questions faint and various as eggs

  Invisible in the sunglint

We too this film that forgettable becomes
		
Docent, Erie.
				
The world is so beautiful. The branches here so brutalized.
							
*
Faint various
Goldfinch wick
the Flickrd Flower.
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cats test the ice.

